We propose to realize microwave quantum illumination in weak coupling regime based on multimode optomechanical systems. In our proposal the multimode together with a frequency-mismatch process could reduce mechanical thermal noise. Therefore, we achieve a significant reduction of error probability than conventional detector in weak coupling regime. Moreover, we optimize the signal-to-noise ratio for limited bandwidth by tuning the delay time of entangled wave-packets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum entanglement is a key ingredient in quantum information processing [1] [2] [3] . In practice, entanglement can be easily destroyed by environment noise [4, 5] . Quantum illumination(QI) can benefit from entanglement in target detection even it is under these entanglementdestroying noise [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The aim of quantum illumination is to detect lowreflective target which is embedded in a bright background thermal bath. Half of a pair of entangled optical beams is sent out to interrogate the target region. Then the returned and the retained signal beam are used to decide the presence or absence of the object. Even though the fragile entanglement is easily destroyed by the bright thermal noise, quantum-illumination protocol still has remarkable advantage over classical probe protocol [7, [9] [10] [11] . Several experiments have realized the practical protocol in quantum sensing [12] [13] [14] . Recently, Weedbrook et al. [11] show that quantum discord exhibits the role of preserving the benefits of quantum illumination while entanglement is broken.
It is advantageous to operate the frequency of the signal which interrogates the object in microwave region [9, 10, [12] [13] [14] . But so far there is no efficient way to detect single photon in microwave region while in the visible light frequency region, ultrasensitive detection of singlephoton have been achieved. Such that the detection of microwave signals via the detection of their entangled optical signals is a more efficient way [15] [16] [17] [18] . Optomechanical systems could be a good candidate to realize the entanglement of microwave and optical fields by using mechanical motion [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . However, the existing proposal is supposed to work with rotating wave approximation(RWA) which requests weak many-photon couplings of optomechanical systems [10] . In addition, it is extremely difficult to achieve strong coupling in optical regime for a system to generate entanglement between optical and microwave modes. Moreover, plenty of pho- * Email Address: xbwang@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn tons in cavities can induce bistability which may give rise to experimental difficulties [27] . Therefore, it is meaningful to study the generation of entanglement in weak interaction regime. Also, the existing study is limited to the situation that the output signals are monochromatic. A study for the more practical case of finite bandwidth is needed.
In this paper, we propose a novel realization of quantum illumination in weak coupling regime based on multimode optomechanical systems. The transmitter is an optomechanical system consisting of a two-mode microwave cavity coupling with a two-mode optical cavity via a mechanical resonator. In this system, the output microwave signal and the optical signal of the two cavities are entangled. The receiver is a similar optomechanical system which converts the reflected microwave signal into optical signal. The retained optical mode of the transmitter and the optical mode of the receiver are then sent to the photon-detectors to make a joint measurement. We use a two-mode and off-resonant(with frequency detuning δ) process to minimize the mechanical thermal noise. Consequently, our method can achieve a significant reduction of error probability than classical system of the same transmitted energy. Our method works in the weak many-photon coupling regime where rotating-wave approximation works well. Moreover, we optimize the delay time of the microwave signal's filter function. This makes it possible for our method to work with a finite bandwidth of signals. In this case, we can still achieve an improvement of signal-to-noise ratio by 48% than that of classical detection given that signals-bandwidth σ which equals cavities-bandwidth κ .
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe the system and derive the quantum Langevin equations for the Hamiltonian of our proposed system. In Sec. III we calculate the error probability of the proposed QI system, give an analytical expression for the delay time and analyze the limited bandwidth situation. Finally, Sec. IV summarizes the main conclusions of this work. 
II. MULTI-MODE OPTOMECHANICAL SYSTEM
As illustrated in Fig. 1 (a), we consider an optomechanical system including a single-mode mechanical resonator coupled to both a two-mode microwave cavity and a two-mode optical cavity. The two microwave modes are at frequencies ω +,p , ω + and two optical modes are at frequencies ω −,p , ω − respectively. The mechanical mode is at frequency ω b . Cavity modesâ +,p andâ −,p are resonantly driven by lasers. The Hamiltonian of the system is [18, [29] [30] [31] 
where ω ± = ω ±,p ± J, Ω j and φ j are the intensities and phases of the driving lasers respectively. Given the fre-
under the resolved-sideband approximation and rotatedwave approximation, the Hamiltonian can be linearized as [30, 31] 
where
and κ is the cavity decay rate. Coupling terms G 1 and G 2 can be chosen to be real and positive by adjusting the laser phases φ + and φ − respectively. The Hamiltonian shows that the emitted photons from modesâ + and a − could be entangled via intermediate phonon modeb. Taking cavity dissipation κ and mechanical dissipation γ into consideration, the Langevin equations of Eq. (2) are [32] a
The equations can be solved after Fourier transforma-
Applying the input-output relationsÔ out = √ ΓÔ + O in (with Γ = κ, γ) [32] , we obtain
The correlation functions of input mode satisfy
where n T + , n T − and n T b are thermal photon numbers of the two cavity modes and phonon thermal number of mechanical mode respectively. We obtain
Here we assume that n T + = n T − = 0. In practice, in order to minimize the error probability of output signals, an increase of repeat rate is needed. Therefore, we need to consider output signals within certain frequency bandwidth. After projecting output signals onto wave-packet modes,â ±,f = ∞ −∞ f * ± (t)â ±,out (t)dt. Here f ± (t) are filter functions which satisfy ∞ −∞ |f ± (t)| 2 dt = 1. We use logarithmic negativity to measure the entanglement of two cavity modes. The logarithmic negativity is given by [33] 
where η − is the smallest partial transposed symplectic eigenvalue of matrix V . The components of the covariance matrix have the form
We draw the spectrum of in Fig. 2 . As shown in Fig. 2(a) , output photon number n + [ω] has two peaks. One is at ω ≈ 0 with width ∼ κ and the other is at ω ≈ δ with width ∼ Γ. When δ approaches 0, the two peaks emerge together. In this case, n + [ω = 0] ≫ 1 and the maximum entanglement appears at ω = 0, and the ratio(E N /n + ) of the entanglement to the photon number goes to the minimum. This is the reason why the optimum ratio E N /n + in the previous literature Ref. [10] appears at G 1 ≫ G 2 but not at the optimum entanglement point where parameter G 1 ≈ G 2 . In our case where δ = 0, even though the ratio E N /n + is the second minimum valley at around ω = 0, it still have a considerable value.
III. QUANTUM ILLUMINATION
The input-output relation for the receiver iŝ (9) whereâ +R,in is the signal reflected from interrogated target region. We haveâ +R,in =â B when there is no low reflective object in the target region(hypothesis H 0 ) andâ +R,in = √ ηâ + + √ 1 − ηâ B when there contains low reflective object in the target region(hypothesis H 1 ) [9] . Hereâ B is the background thermal mode in the interrogated region. The mean photon number is n B or n B /(1 − η) providing the absence or presence of low reflective object.
We measure the photon numbers of mixed modeŝ c η,± = (â −η ±â − )/ √ 2. The object's absence or presence is determined by the photon number difference which iŝ
η,± and M = t m W m is the independent, identically distributed (iid) signal-idler-mode pairs. Thus the error probability of receiver is given by [9] 
where the signal-to-noise ratio satisfies
where 
In Fig. 3 (a) , we plot
κγ in resonant frequency ω = 0. Here SNR M coh is the signal-to-noise ratio of classical microwave transmitter which is equivalent to 4ηM V 11 /(2n B + 1) [10] . From the figure, we can see that the maximum F appears at C 1 ≈ C 2 and a relative large F could be obtained with weak many-photon optomechanical coupling where fig. 3(b) with C 1 and C 2 .
Let us now discuss the situation where the output signals have a bandwidth σ, i.e., filter functions f + [ω] and f − [ω] have a bandwidth σ. The filter functions have the form
has a time-delay term e iωt d as discussed in Ref. [30] . To find optimal t opt at which the signal-to-noise ratio decreases slowly with the bandwidth, we revisit Eq. (12b). We have [30] Bâ +,fâ−,f = 1 σ
The elimination of integrand's phase dependence on ω would improve the value of signal-tonoise ratio. If bandwidth σ is small, then
dω | ω=0 could be the optimal delay time which reads
where we assume that C 1 = C 2 = C and n T + = n T − = 0. In Fig. 4 (a) , we show SNR QI with bandwidth σ for delay time t d = 0 and t d = t opt . It can be easily seen that the signal-to-noise ratio indeed decreases slowly with σ increases for t d = t opt compared to that for t d = 0. Figure of merit F with σ is shown in Fig. 4 (b) . The advantage of QI over classical system decreases rapidly for t d = 0 while QI always has advantage over classical ones even for relative large σ for t d = t opt . The performance of QI is about 48% better than classical system at σ = κ. tem.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have proposed a scheme to achieve optomechanical QI in weak coupling regime. The frequency mismatch δ minimizes the mechanical thermal noise and increases the ratio E N /n + . As a result, we achieve a substantial reduction of error probability than classical system at C 1 = C 2 compared to that of Ref. [10] at C 1 ≫ C 2 . Consequently, our quantum illumination proposal works in weak coupling regime. Furthermore, we optimize the delay time of microwave signal's wave packets. Finally, we find a 48% improvement of signal-to-noise ratio for σ = κ.
